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Biografie dei formatori

Laura Pasetti (theatre director)
Laura graduated with Giorgio Strehler at Piccolo Teatro di Milano Acting School in 1990. In her
acting career she was directed by Giorgio Strehler , Luca Ronconi and Massimo Castri.
After a significant period of study with Pedagogue Anatolji Vassiliev, that shaped her vision of
theatre, in 2005 she moved to UK and founded Charioteer Theatre focusing on productions for
young audience 13+. She specialized in projects for and with adolescents alternating courses and
laboratories with directing. She taught for 10 years at Scuola di Teatro del Piccolo Teatro di
Milano and she is currently part of the teaching board at Accademia del Teatro alla Scala training
dance teachers. In the last few years she has been holding courses at Findhorn Foundation using
theatre as a tool of self-consciousness and personal and professional development. She is studying
Eco-psychology to deepen her coaching work and to create alternative ways to support adolescents
and adults discovering their individual and collective identity.

Russell Stannard (educational technologist)
Russell is a multi award-winning Educational Technologist and founder of
www.teachertrainingvideos.com. He received awards from the British Council, the Times Higher
and the University of Westminster for his work in the use of ICT in education. He is especially
known for his work in using technology to enhance feedback and his experiments with screen
capture technology. He is a recommended Camtasia Trainer and was previously a Principal
Educational Technologist at the University of Warwick and the University of Westminster.
He currently works as an Educational Consultant helping organisations to build online
learning/blended learning courses as well as training staff in the use of technology all over the
world. To date Russell has worked in 42 countries and has the British Council, Oxford University,
the INTO group, Macmillan, Express Publishing, Quality Language Services and the BBC among
his clients.
In 2015 Russell was listed as one of the top 23 most influential Educational Technologists on
Twitter and also listed on the MIMIO blog as one of the top 20 Educational Technologists,

